OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Subject: Celebration of 165th CPWD DAY on July 12, 2019 - Hosting Barakhana.

In continuation to the meeting on above mentioned subject, held on 24.06.2019 at 4:00 PM under the Chairmanship of DG, CPWD, which was attended by the concerned officers of CPWD & PWD, the matter was also discussed by Engineer-in-Chief, PWD and senior officers of PWD and following has been decided.

(i) **Date and time of Bara Khana**
Bara Khana Function shall be organized on 10.07.2019 from 1230 hrs to 1530 hrs in Delhi on contributory basis. In the function, all rank and file of PWD in Delhi from workers to the Head of the Department shall participate and have lunch together to inculcate and nurture the feeling of togetherness.

(ii) **Venues and officer in charge of the respective venue**
For better out reach of the participants in the Bara Khana, the venues should be compatible both geographically and zonewise. Accordingly following venues and Superintending Engineer in charge of the respective venue were finalised.

- a) Sh. Mathura Prasad, Chief Engineer(North), PWD, 5th Floor, MSO Building, New Delhi- Gulabi Bagh
- b) Sh. Ajay Kumar, SE(Health)- I, LNJP Hospital, Complex, New Delhi.
- c) Sh. B. L. Meena, Executive Engineer(C) HMD( SW) sector 3, Dwarka.

(iii) **Menu for the Bara Khana**
It was decided that menu for the Bara Khana shall be as per the previous year’s i.e. Puri, Chhole, Allo subji, Rice, Kheer/Halua, Pickles, salad and water.

(iv) **Badges to all workers**
Badges indicating 165th CPWD Annual Day, shall be distributed to all workers on the occasion before Bara Khana function. In this regard, the requirement of badges shall be placed with CE (Other Projects) by the other Chief Engineers in PWD, Delhi. CE (other projects) shall procure the badges as per the requirement recieved and ensure delivery of the same to the respective CEs for further distribution at their end.
(v) **Award and memento to the best worker**
In every division, one best worker shall be selected by the concerned Chief Engineer and a award in the form of Commendation Certificate and Memento shall be given to the selected best workers at Bara Khana Venue by the senior most officer of the rank of CE and above available at the venue. The modalities for award shall be finalised by the respective CEs. Commendation Certificates and Memento shall be arranged by the CE(Other Projects) for which necessary details shall be provided to him by the respective CEs.

(vi) A banner in Hindi citing 165th CPWD Day Celebration- Welcome to CPWD Family at Bara Khana Function) shall be displayed at all venues prominently.

This issues with the approval of E-in-C, PWD

Director (Pers.) PWD

To
1. DG, CPWD Nirman Bhawan, New Delhi
2. Sh. K.S. Gaur, Director( Tech & PR), CPWD A-Wing, Nirman Bhawan, ND.
3. All Pr. Chief Engineers/ PWD
4. All Chief Engineers/ PWD
5. All Superintending Engineers/ PWD
6. All Executive Engineers/PWD
7. Senior Architects/PWD

Director (Pers) PWD